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Abstract. We survey recent results on the so-called Ehrenfeucht Conjecture which states: For 
each language L over a finite alphabet z’ there exists a finite subset F of f. such that for each 
pair (g, h) of morphisms on Z* the equation g(x) = h(x) holds for all x in L if and only if it holds 
for all x in F. 
We point out that the conjecture is closely related to the theory of equations in free monoids. 
We also state a surprising consequence of the conjecture: If it holds (even noneffectively) for al! 
DOL languages, then the HDOL sequence eql:ivalence problem is decidable. Furthermore. we 
give examples of when the con jecture is known to hold. In particular, we establish it fat all binary 
languages, as well as for all languages when attention is restricted to bounded delay morphisms 
of some fixed delay. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years there has been much research on morphisms of free monoids (cf. 
[6,33]). Many of these problems are important not only in forlnal lang?lage theory 
but also in computability theory as well as in the theory of equations in fr.-ee monoids. 
Typical examples are morphic representation results for languages (cf. [33]), the 
Post Correspondence Problem (cf. [ 1 S]), the DOL sequence equivalence problem 
(cf. [7]) and the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture. Common to all these prcblems is that 
they are simple to formulate but difficult to solve, that is to say: they are mathemati- 
cally challenging. 
Our goal here is to survey recent results obtained on the Ehrenfeuch? Conjecture. 
The conjecture was posed by Ehrenfeucht at the beginning of the 1970s and it is 
as follows. 
Ehrenfeucht Conjecture. For each language L over a finite alphabet .T there exists 
a finite subset F of L such that for each pair (g, h) of morphisms on C* the equation 
g(x)= h(x) hold s f or all x in L if and only if it holds for all x in F. 
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Basically, the conjecture is a statement on the topic “an infinite entity is equivalent 
to its finite subpart”. Such, in a sense, compactness results are of course very 
important in alI areas of mathematics, and not in the least in the areas which are 
connected with theoretical colmputer science. 
The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture has a very natural interpretation in terms of 
equations in free monoids. We discuss this in Section 3 where we also state a result 
which emphasizes the importance of the conjecture from a purely algebraic point 
of view. Namely we show (cf. [9]) that the conjecture is equivalent to the following 
statement: Each >ystem of equations over a finitely generated free monoid and with 
a finite number of variables has an equivalent finite subsystem. 
Consequently, the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture is not only an important property of 
formal languages but also a fundamental property of free monoids. 
A+ another example of connections tif the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture to other 
problems we consider in Section 4 the so-called HDOL sequence equivalence 
problem (cf. [hJ). The previously mentioned DOL sequence equivalence problem 
was for many years one of the most beautiful open problems within the theory of 
formal languages, until it was solved in [7] (cf. also [VI). The HDOL sequence 
equivalence problem is a natural generalization of the DOL sequence equivalence 
problem. and it has turned out that neither the method of [7] nor that of [17] applies 
to this generalized problem. 
The decidability status of the HDOL sequence equivalence problem is still open. 
A surprising connection was, however, found in [yl: If the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture 
hold\ (oven noneffectively) for all DOL languages, then the I-IDOL se;luence 
equivalence problem is decidable. As regards some other generalizations of the 
DOL sequence equivalence problem, such as the DTOL sequence equivalence prob- 
lem (cf. [h]) the situation is similar. 
In Section 5 we turn to crDnsider when the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture is known to 
hold. We give a simple proof for the conjecture in the case of regular (often called 
rational) languages. For context-free languages the proof is much more complicated 
(cf. [ 11). Supports of formal power series form another generalization of regular 
lqwagcs for which the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture is known to hold (cf. [2X]). 
& we have already hinted, it is not known whether or not the conjecture holds 
for all DOL languages. Howtbver, in [ 101 a partial result in this direction. was 
established when the conjecture was proved for all positive DdrL languages. i.e., for 
iNL langurtgcs generated by DOL systems satisfying: For each pair (a, b) of letters, 
u occurs as a subword in h(h), where h is the morphism of the system. As other 
cx::mplcs we mention that in [ 21 the conjecture was proved for all commutative11 
clo\cd languages. and in [ lO] a sufficient condition for a language L was given to 
gu:rr:mtec that the conjecture holds for L. 
Section 6 is dcvotcd to establishing the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture for all languages 
c)Ltfr ;i binary alphabet. This result was originally proved in [ 131, and a shorter proof 
~5 given later in [ 141. Moreover, the methods of the latter proof made it possible 
10 khow that for each binary language L a finite subset F can be chosen to contain 
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no more than three words, and that such an F can be found effectively if L satisfies 
certain relatively mild conditions. 
In Section 7 we take a different approach to shed more light on the problem. 
Without restricting the language we now put restrictions on morphisms. We prove 
(cf. [14]) that the conjecture holds for all languages if attention is restricted to 
morphisms having a bounded delay equal to a fixed nonnegative integer p. 
Finally, we point out, that, as a survey, this article contains neither any essentially 
new results nor detailed proofs of all results presented here. On the other hand, 
our purpose is to give a few detailed (and sometimes slightly modified) proofs to 
interest the reader not only in the results, but also in the problem as a whole. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic facts concerning formal 
languages and free monoids (cf., e.g., [I 9,24, 251). Consequently, the following 
definitions are given mainly to fix our notation. Some terminology and notions are 
defined in the appropriate places when they are needed. 
Let 2 be a finite alphabet. We denote by C* the free monoid generated by C 
and by 1 its identity. We set C’ = C* -{I}. Elements of C* are words, in particulzr, 
1 is called the empty word. For a word x we denote by 1x1 its length and by 1.~1~ 
the number of times a occurs in x. If C is an ordered alphabet (a,, u2, . . . , a,}, then 
JO) = $&V l * - , I-&,) is called the Parikh vector of x. The notation prefl, (x) for 
k 2 0 is used to denote the longest prefix of x with length at most: k. 
For two words x and y the notation x pref y means that x is a prefix of y and 
the notation x Pref y means that either x pref y or y pref x holds. We say that x is 
a subword of y if there exist worris z and z’ such that y = zxz’. The left (resp. right) 
quotient of x by y is denoted by y-‘x (resp. xy-‘). For the maximal common prefix 
of words x and y we use the notation x A y. Clearly, the operation A is associative. 
Subsets of Z*’ are called languages. For a language L the notation pref(l) denotes 
the set of all prefixes of words in L. Further, for two languages L and K their 
quotients are defined in a natural way via quotients of words. 
The central notion of our studies is that of a morphism h from a free monoid ,Y* 
into some other free monoid A*:, in symbols h : 2” + A? In r71ost of ihe problems 
considered here we may assume 2 = A. We call a morphism birzary if C is binary 
and periodic if there exists a word z such that h(Z) c z*. Further we say that a 
morphism h : C” -+ A* has a bounded delay p (from left to right) if for all words u 
and L/‘ in L* and all letters u and b in 2 we have: If tz( au) pref h( bu) and 11112 p, 
then necessarily I? = 6. If h has bounded delay 0, then it is said to be a pre_fi.x, and 
if it has a bounded delay p, for some p, then it is said to have a bounded delay. 
Let g and tz be two morphisms on C* and L a language over C*. We say that g 
and h are cquiuafen~ on L or agree on L (in symbols, g = I- h) if the equation 
g(x) = h(x) holds for all x in L. Further we say that a word x is morphically forced 
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by a language L if whenever two morphisms agree on L they agree on X, too. 
Finally, a finite subset F of a language L is called a test sel” for L if for each pair 
(g, h) of morphisms the relation g sL h holds if and only if the relation g =F h 
holds. Let 2 be a family of languages. The morphism equivalence problem for 2 is 
to decide whether or not two given morphisms are equivalent on a given language 
I. of 2. 
With the above teminology the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture can be resta;ed as 
follows. 
Ehrenfeucht Conjecture. Each langua, = ,-+ ouer a finite alphabet possesses a test set. 
For a pair 
to be 
(g, h) of morphisms on C* we define their equality language E(g, h) 
E(g, jr) ={-u E E*lg(x) = h(x)}. 
This notion was explicitly defined in [ 171 but used implicitly already in [7]. It has 
turned out to be very important. Indeed, all the problems mentioned at the very 
beginning of the previous section are connected to equality languages. For example, 
the famous Post Correspondence Problem is nothing but a question of asking for 
an algorithm to decide whether or not for two given morphisms g and h the relation 
L:ig. h) = ( I ) holds. As regards our current problem, the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture, 
it can be formulated by using equality languages as follows: 
Vf_ c_ I*: 3F c L, F is finite: V( g. h) morphisms: 
Throughout this paper equality languages play an important role. Therefore we 
finish this section with a few examples and results concerning them. 
Example 2.1. Let 8 and tz be morphism3 defined on (0. b}* by g( 0 I= 0 = /I( h) and 
pt bb = uc1 = /I( cd 1. Then, clearly, 
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Now, the only way to continue is to take b: 
g(aab): 
h(aab): rT$q=l 
Again we have to continue with ‘b: 
g(aabb): 
h(aabb): ~1 
So we have found an element in E(g, h) and, actually, our procedure shows that 
E( g, h) = (aabb)“. 
Example 2.3. Let g and h be morphisms defined as g( LZ) = abab, g( 6) = a, g(c) = ba, 
h(a)=ab, h(b)=a and h(c)=baba. Then E(g. h)={a”bc”In~O)*. 
Example 2.4. Consider the morphisms g and h defined by the following table: 
1 a b cd e f 
g abed bcbc 
h a bc 
d bd cb e 
d db cbcb dcbe 
Now, it is straightforward to see that 
E(g, h) = ({abcb”c.. . cb”“de2”c. . . ce’cef 1 n M}u{c})*. 
Observe that both morphisms g and h are injective; in fact, g is the prefix and h 
the so-called suffix. 
As our final example we state a result which shows the real generating power of 
equality languages. To be able to state the result we need one more notion. Let 
e(g, h) denote the basis of an equality language E(g, h), i.e., 
eig, h)=(E(g, W-{1))--(E(g, h)-(l))‘. 
Theorem 2.5. For each recursit‘ely enumerable language L there exist morphism g, 
h and IT (defined on suitable free monoids) such that L = r(e(g, h)). 
Theorem 2.5 was proved in [5]; for similar results the reader is referred to [lg] 
and [32]. 
Theorem 2.5 provides an explanation of why the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture, as well 
as the other previously mentioned problems involving morphisms, seems to be so 
difficult. 
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3. The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture and systems of equations 
Let us consider the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture for the language L = (u”b” 1 n 2 0). 
Clearly, for each pair (g, h) of morphisms we have 
g(ab) = h(ab) 
iff &(a)g(b) = h(a)h(b) 
iff (g(a), g(6), h(a), h(6)) is a solution of the equation xy = UU. 
Consequently, we are interested in all solutions of the following infinite system of 
equations: 
s: Xny” = lI”t\“, y1 2 1 ) 
and the conjecture claims that the set of all such solutions is exactly the same as 
the set of all solutions of the system of equations defined by 
S’: Y’y” = unv”, n E (n,, . . . tit} for some t 3 0. 
Actually, it is not difficult to see that the above I can be chosen to be 2 and that 
11 I and 11~ may he arbitrary unequal natural numbers. Therefore, e.g., {ab, aabb) is 
a test set for L. 
The above consideration? show that the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture can be inter- 
preted in ‘tl natural way in terms of equations of free monoids. TO do this we call 
an equation u - t’symnzerric if the sets XL, and XV of variables of II and v, respectively. 
are disjoint and. moreover, there exist an isomorphism v : Xz+ XE such that 
I - = Y( II ). Using this notation the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture can be stated as: Each 
system of equations over a finitely generated free monoid conlaining only symmetric 
equations with the same isomorphism V, and a finite number of variables is equivalent 
lo its finite subsystem. 
From this observation a vrry natural question arises. Is the special form of the 
cyuations important in the conjecture? Before giving an answer to this question we 
introduce. following 193, some terminology. 
Let 2’ be a finite alphabet and IV a finite set such that L n IV =@. A s)lstc~~z S of 
txpdom over z1 with variables N is a binary relation SE (N u Z)* X (N u 2)*. A -- 
p:tir (11, L’) in S represents the equation II = t- and any word of C’ occurring in .[I 
or 1’ ic; called a constant of the equation. A sol~tiorz of an equation LC = c is nothing 
hut ;i morphism h : (N w S:)* + E* such that h(n) = (: for all (‘I in S and !I( 11) = I~(v?. 
Of course, a morphism is a solution of a system of equations if it is a solution of 
iill of its equations, and two systems are equic&nr if they have exactly the samLe 
\t)futions. S’ i.; called a s&s~sze~~t of S if S’ c S. 
WC s:i-i that a system S of equations is mtiortd if the relation S is a rational 
subset of (N u L)* X (IV u I)* (cf. [3]). By the well-knou;l Nivat’s theorem a subset 
.% i\ ration4 if :md only if there exist UP Jphabet J. a rati~,nnl (or re@ar) language 
1, c J* and two morphisms g and h on ,B* such that S = {(g(x), II(S)) 1 .Y E I.,). With 
thk characterization as a motivation we day that a family & c (N u X)* x (N u I)* 
of rdations is mu~phicdy dumcterized by :I family Y’ of languages if the following 
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holds: R E 9 if and only if there exist an alphabet A, a language L E A* in 2’ and 
two morphisms g, h : A* + !Nu E)* such that R =((g(x), h(x)) 1 x E t}, or briefly 
R = [g, h]L. By taking 2 equal to the family cf algebraic languages we obtain the 
family of algebraic relations, which is known to coincide with the family of relation 
determined by pushdown transducers (cf. [3]). 
We have the following obvious result. 
Lemma 3.1. The family of all binary relations S c_ (N u 2)* x (N u E)* is morphically 
characterized by the family of all languages. 
Let 2’ be a family of languages. We say that a system S c (N u 2)” x (N u Z)* 
of equations is of type 2’ if it belongs to the fami!y of relations morphicaliy 
characterized by 2, i.e., S =[g, h]L for some L in 2 and some morphisms g and 
h. This terminology is justified by Lemma 3.1 and the discussion before it. 
Now, finally, we are ready to answer our question. The answer is affirmative, and, 
moreover, we are able to show the correspondence between the existence of a test 
set tar languages of type 2 and the existence of an equivalent finite subsystem for 
systems of equations of type 2. 
Theorem 3.2. Let 2’ be a family of languages. The following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For each language L in 9 there exists a test set. 
(ii) For each system of equations of type Ythere exists an equivalent finite slcbsystem. 
Proof. We prove the theorem in the case when 2’ is the family of all languages and 
equations do not contain any constanis. The main differences between this special 
case and the general case are notational difficulties (cf. [!I]). 
Following our considerations at the beginning of this section if every system S of 
equations without constants has an equivalent finite subsystem, then every language 
has a test set. So it is enough to prove the implication (i) 3 (ii). 
Let II = v be an equation containing the variables {x,, . . . , x,) and 2~ constants. 
Let X=(x1,. . . ,x,,) and X=&. . . , Z,,} such that X r\ X = 8. We associate to the 
equation 14 = u the word uo”, where U is obtained from c by replacing each variable 
x of v by ,C Now, a morphism h :X* + z‘* is a solution of the equation u = v if and 
only if the morphisms g, g : (X u x)* + 2* defined by 
g(x)=It(x) forxEX, 
and 
g(s) = 1 
g(x) = 1 
for .f E JC, 
for x E X, 
g(x)+(x) for%X, 
agree on the word uu’. From this the implication (i)+ (ii) follows. 0 
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Theorem 3.2 remains true if the word ‘exists’ in (i) and (ii) is replaced by the 
-words ‘exists effectively’. As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 we can 
reformulate the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture once again. 
Corollary 3.3. The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture is equivalent with the statement: Each 
system of equations over a finitely generated free monoid and containing only a finite 
number of variables has an equivalent? finite subsystem. 
Constants are allowed in the above equations. This, however, is not essent;al from 
the point of view of the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture since they can always be eliminated 
simply by replacing each occurrence of a letter a in the equations by a new variable 
X,, and by introducing new equations XLI = a. This leads us to the following important 
subproblem of the statement of Corollary 3.3. 
Generalized Ehrenfeucht Conjecture with n variables (GEC( n) for short). Every 
system of equations over a finitely generated free monoid containing n variables and 
no constants is equivalent to its finite subsystem. 
Theorem 3,4, GEC(2) holds. Moreover, each system S of equations containing two 
variables; and no constants is equivalent to its finite subsystem containing only two 
equa lions. 
Proof. Let 14 = t‘ be an equation with .Y and ): as variables, i.e.. u, u E {s, y}‘. By 
the Defect Theorem (cf. [25]) we conclude that the general solution of the equation 
II = L’ is of one of the following forms: __. 
(I 1 {(A-, L’)I-u, .))E E*}, 
(2, ((x, Y)J3ZE 27: x, yc z*}* 
(3, {ix. 4’)j3zE- ,v*: x, yc z* and )xl:ly/ = k}u{( 1. 1)) !‘or sOme rational k 2 0 or 
k =$X* 
(4 {t 1, B ,}. 
where we have the interpretation n : 0 = @ for rz > 0. 
Let K, and & be sets of the above form. if both of ihem are not of form (3). 
then. clearly, K, A KZ E (K,, K,}. If, in turn, both of thzm are of form (3), then 
K, ri KZ E {I<,  K,, { ( 1, 1))). From these observations the theorem follow:l. Cl 
In spite of the simple proof of Theorem 3.3 it is n(jt known whether or not 
(XC{_3 holds! 
Theorem 3.4 can, however, be generalized to cover ;I subcase of the problem 
CiEC( H 1. To do this we need some preliminary notions. Let N be the set of variables. 
For each equation ~1 = t‘ we define first(rr = U) to be the set of rightmost variables 
of 14 and v. Further, for a system S of equations we define its graph Gs as follows. 
The set of nodes of G, equals N, and for two nodes m and MZ’ there exist’s ar, edge 
between them if and only if (~2, nt’} = firstf 14 = u) for some equation 14 = v in S. 
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With the above terminology one can show, by using a result from [4] (cf. also 
[ 111) and simple considerations from linear algebra, the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. Let S be a system of equations with n variables and no constants. if 
GS is a complete n-element graph, then S is equivalent to its finite subsystem S’. 
If we are only interested in such solutions, where all ihe components are nonempty, 
then Theorem 3.5 holds unoer the assumption that GS is a connected graph (cf. [I 11). 
We finish this section with the following related result of [20]. 
Theorem 3.6. Each finite system S of equations oz,er 2*, where 2 contains at least 
two letters, is equivalent to one equation alone. 
Proof. It is enough to show that a pair u = u and u’ = v’ is equivalent to a single 
equation. Let a and b be two different letters of C. Then we have 
14 = v 
u’ = 2,’ u uau’ubu’ = vad vbv’ 
as is straightforward to see. II 
Observe that Theorem 3.6 is not of the same nature as the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture 
since the new equation need not be among the original ones. 
4. The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture and the HDOL sequence equivalence problem 
In this section we establish a surprising consequence of the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture 
from [9], namely that it implies the decidability of the HDOL sequence equivalence 
problem (cf. [h]). This problem is as follows. 
A D(IL sequence is a sequence of words obtained by iterating a morphism starting 
at a given word, i.e., if Iz is the morphism and w is the word, then they determine 
the DOL sequence w, h(w), h’(w), . . . , as well as the DOL language (h”(o) 1 n 3 0). 
An HDOL sequence is a morphic image of a DOL sequence, i.e., if we map the 
above DOL sequence by a morphism f, we obtain an HDOL sequence 
.fW, f(h(d, f(h’(o)), . - . l Consequently, both DOL and HDOL sequences are 
purely morphically defined. 
The jlroblem of deciding the equivalence of two given DOL sequences, usually 
referred r3 as the DOL sequence equivalence problem, was for many years a chaileng- 
ing open pr *,blem within the theory of formal languages. Finally, it was solved by 
Clllik II and Fris [73. Later a shorter proof was found in [ 171. Both algorithms are 
very cumbersome, and only in the case that the sequences are o\ er a binary alphabet, 
a simple algorithm is known (cf. [22]). It has also become clear that neither the 
algorithm oi [7] nor that of [17] can be generalized to solve the equivalence of two 
HDOL sequences, i.e., the HDO L sequence equivalence problem. 
t 
The HDOL sequence equivalence problem is still an open problem. It was proved 
in [31] that this problem can be reduced to another famous open problem, namely 
the problem of determining whether or not a given Z-rational sequence contains 
0 [cf. 343. We give another similar reduction result. 
We shall need a few auxiliary results, the first of which we believe is interesting 
in its own right. 
Theorem 4.1. The equivalence problem for finite systems of equations is decidable. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the following two facts. First, as pointed 
out already in [8], inequality can be expressed by using a finite number of equalities, 
i.e., the relaticn u # v is equivalent to the relation u1 = vl v u2 = uz v - l * v u,, = v,,, 
where v denotes disjunction and the words are chosen in a suitable way. Second, 
we use a deep result of Makanin [cf. 261, which states that it is decidable whether 
or not a given finite system of equations has a solution. Details can be found in [9]. 
As a corollary to Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following. 
Theorem 4.2. Given two finite larguages L, nnd L2 such that L, G L1. Then it is 
decidable whether or not L1 is a test set for L2. 
Now we are ready for the next theorem. 
Thewem 4.3. For ecery DOL language L, the existence of a test set implies that it 
can be efiectively found. 
Proof. Let I_ = { !I’( ccl) 1 i ;y 0) be :I DOL language. Further let L, = {Iz’(w) 1 i s j}. Since 
L poss&ses a test set, there exists a minimal p > 0 such that L,,_ 1 morphically forces 
/I”( w ), i.e., for an arbitrary pair (f, g) of morphisms if 
j(h’(w))=g(h’,M) for i=O,... ,p--1, 
then 
The minimal p can etfectk!:y be found since, by Theorem 3.2, we can test whether 
1 *I 1 i\ a test set for L,. We now show that, for each II .z p, the set L,,._ I morphically 
force? the word W(w ), which means that L,, , is a test set for L. 
Assume that there exists an N > y such that It”(w) is not morphically forced by 
1 .c I, that is to say, there exist morphisms cy and /3 such that a(lr’(~)) = pCW(w)) 
for 0~ i < IV and CY(~~(O)) f p( hN(o)). Let y = ahiV-I’ and S = j3hN-“. Then the 
morphisms y and 8 are equivalent on L,,_ 1 but y(W’(o)) = u$h”(w)) f P(hN(o)) = 
fit h”( ~9. ;I contradiction to the choice of 11 El 
The main theorem of this section now follows. 
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Theorem 4.4. If the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture holds (even noneffectively) nor DOL 
languages, t!wn the HDOL sequence equivalence problem is decidable. 
Proof. As pointed out in [ 121 the HDOL sequence equivalence problem is equivalent 
to the morphism equivalence problem for DOL languages, the trick being a standard 
use of a ‘barred alphabet’. Consequently, Theorem 4.4 follows from Theorem 4.3 
since the effective existenct of a test set for all languages in a family 2 surely implies 
the decidability of the morphism equivalence problem for Y. q 
The above considerations can be generalized to cover so-called DTOL sequences 
as well. We recall (cf. [30]) that a DTOL seq;rence or tree is obtained by iterating 
a finite set of morphisms in all possible ways starting at a given word, i.e., if h,, . . . , h, 
are the morphisms and w is the word, then they determine the DTOL sequence 
/ 
h(h,W) . . . 












h(h,(w)) .. - 
h(w)\ : 
‘h,t rJ,(o>) . . . 
The set of all words thus obtained is called a L>TUL language. An HDTOL 
sequence is defined as a morphic image of a DTOL sequence. It has been proved in 
[29] that the problem of deciding whether two given DTOL languages coincide is 
undecidable. The same problem for DTOL sequences, i.e., the DTOL sequence 
equivalence problem, is open and, we believe, it should be decidable rather than 
undecidable. Moreover, it is known that the DTOL sequence equivalence problem 
and its generalization for I-IDTOL sequences are, from the point of view of their 
decidability status, equivalent (cf. [ 121). 
Corresponding to Theorem 4.4 we can prove (cf. [9]\ the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. !f’the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture hoids ( everz noneffectively) for all DTOL 
Languages, then the DTOL sequence equivalence problem is decidable. 
In the next section we give a class of DOL languages for which the Ehranfeucht 
Conjecture is known to hold. 
5. The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture and families of languages 
The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture in its full generality seems to be a very difficult 
problem; such a view is supported by the results of the previous section. One: way 
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to obtain reasonable subproblems is to consider the con;lecture only for some 
restricted classes of languages. This is our topic here. 
First, we establish the conjecture for all regular (or rational) languages. 
Lemma 5.1. For all words xJ y, z, w, 3, y, Z and I? in c* the following implication 
holds: 
xy=_q 
xzy --- = xzy I d xzwy = imjx xwy = .iu*y 
Proof. Let .r = XI, and consequently, 7 = ty. Then, by the second equation on the 
left side, we have &zy = XsZty. or equivalently, tr = Zt. Similarly, the third equation 
viclds trr; = _ 6~. Therefore, we obtain xzwy = _??z~~y = Etwv = Xl;i@fy = E?1?j7. The case 
_-g -1 XI is anall)gous. completing the proof. 0 
By Lemm;l 5.1 we easily obtain the following. 
Thawrem 5.2. Let L be a regular language 
(x c L ’ 1x1 -s 2 car& O)}. where Q is the state set of a 
is a 145:: set for L. 
over 2. The language F = 
finite autonzatorr .d accepting L, 
Proof. Lemma 5. I can be interpreted as follows: Whenever two morphisms g and 
iz agree on words IIL’, nyv and ~q’v. they agree on the word ~(14’~. too. Consequently. 
;t set of words having a computation in ,d such that it does not pass any state more .- 
than tukx is a test set for 1,. proving the theorem. El 
Observe that automaton .d in Theorem 5.2 need not he deterministic. Observe 
;&o that 4zt‘ of a test set is bounded by a relatively small constant depending on 
an :rutomaton accepting the language. 
The argument of the proof of Theorem 5.2 can be generalized for context-free 
izn~uagcs as well. However. now The construction of a test set can be based on a 
context-free grammar generating the language rather than a pushdown automaton 
3cccpt ing it. 
I’hc proof of T’hccjrem .5.3 is ,t rather complicated manipulation of equations and 
c‘;~n k found in [ 1 )_ 
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As we have already mentioned, the effective existence of a test set for all languages 
in a family 9 implies that the morphism equivalence problem is decidable for 9. 
So we obtain a result of [ 121. 
Theorem 5.4. The morphism equivalence problem is decidable for context-free 
languages. 
Theorem 5.4 means that for a given context-free language L and for two given 
morphisms g and h the question “Is g(x) = h(x) for all x in L?” is decidable. It is 
instructive to notice that a related question “Is g(L) = h(L)?” is undecidable 
(cf. [ 123). 
Recalling our main theorem from Section 3, we obrain another corollary of 
Theorem 5.4. 
Theorem 5.5. Each algebraic system of equations possesses, effectively, an equivaient 
finite subsystem. 
To be able to state another generalization of Theorem 5.2 we need some ter- 
minology. Let C be a finite alphabet and k a field. A mappings s : C* + k is called 
a formal power series over k. The support of s is the language {x E C* 1 s(x) f 0). A 
formal power series s is called rational if it is obtained from polynomials, i.e., formal 
power series with finite supports, by applying rational operations union, product 
and quasi-inverse finitely many times (cf. 11341). 
It is well known that the family of supports of rational formal power series contains 
all regular languages but is incomparable to the family of context-free lznguages 
(cf. [34]). Hence, the following result of [28] provides another way to generalize 
Theorem 5.2., 
Theorem 5.6, Each support of rational formal power series possesses a test set. 
As we pointed out in the previous section it would be important to know whether 
the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture holds fur all DOL languages. This question becomes 
even more interesting when one notices that both the conjecture and the notion of 
a DOL language are defined by only using morphisms. Although we do not know the 
answer to this question we have a partial result in this direction. We call a DOL 
language L = (h’(w) 1 i 3 0) positive if for each pair (a, b) of letters, a occurs in h( 6). 
Theorem 5.7. Each positive DOL larzgrrage possesses a test set. 
The proof of Theorem 5.7 can be found in [IO]. It is very long and does not 
appear to be extendable to all DOL languages. 
We conclude this section by mentioning two families of languages for which the 
Ehrenfeucht Conjecture is known to hold. Common to these results is that the 
considered languages have to satisfy some quite strong structural properties. First, 
we call a language L c_ C* commututively dosed if whenever x E L and 9(x) = r(l( y), 
the!1 also y E L. For commutatively closed languages we have a positive result (cf. [23). 
Thpopelgl 5.8. Each commutatively closed language has a test set of the cardinality 
at most 2”(n!-kn)+5n2, where n is the cardinality of the alphabet. 
In order to be able to state our second result we again need some terminology. 
Let L, be a language over an alphabet {a,, . . . , a,}. We define a languagt: sp( L) by 
setting 
uhcerc r(j denotes the Parikh mapping. (@I(L)) denotes the vector space (over 
rati~rmtls~ generated by +(L) and IV denotes the set of nonnegative integers. Now, 
our g.zntr;G notion is that of the deviation of a word w with respect to a language 
I,, in +;yrnboly, d! ( w). It is defined by the formula 
d, ( cd*) = Min{ 2 E fV’ I$( w) E $(sp(L)) + z}. 
N here Min refers to minimality with respect to the usual s -relation in N’. Using 
this notion WC define a structural property of languages. We say that L has a bourtdeti 
pre_/ix LieGatiotl if there exists a constant C such that for all. lvords w in pref(l) \ve 
have 
~h~-e min rcfcrs to the minimal element of a set of numbers. 
Intuitively, 1, has a bounded prefix deviation. if every prefix of words in L is 
‘close’ to a word having the ‘numerical properties’ of some of the words irr L. 
We still need another structural property of languages. We say that t has a fdr 
distrihrttion of letter> if there exists a constant q such that whenever II is a subword 
of :I word in L with length at least q, then 14 contains all letters of the alphabet. 
MM. we can state the following theorem. 
The prljkjf of this result, as wtll as more discussion on the required notions, c;in 
1~ t~und in [ HI] (cf. :ilso [ 1 I 1). 
6. 8’he Ehreemfeucht Conjecture in the binary case 
I‘hic, \cction is devoted to giving a solution to the Ehrenfeucht Conjcctulr in the 
GM 01’ ;f hin:try Aphabet. This problem was first soIved in [ 133, and later a simpler 
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proof was found in [Ml. Our presentation here is a slight modification of the proof 
in [ 161. The whole section is strongly connected and based on a result characterizing 
equality languages of binary morphisms. 
We start with some terminology. Throughout this section let C = {a, b}. We define 
the ratio of a nonempty word w, in symbols I(W), by r( 1~) = 1~1, : 1 WI,, and say that 
w is ratio-primitive if none of its proper prefixes has the same ratio as the whole 
word w. CIearly, each ratio-primitive word is primitive in the ordinary sense, i.e., 
is not a proper power of any word. 
Our starting point is the following simpk result (cf. [8]), which is based on length 
considerations only. We again use the inkrpretation n :0 = a for any number n 
different from 0. 
Theorem 6.1. Let g and h be periodic binary morphisms. Then E(g, h) = { 1) or 
E(g,h)={l)u{x~~‘~r(x)=k} forsomerational ka0 ork=ax 
In the case of nonperiodic morphisms a crucial fact is the following simple result, 
which, we believe, is also interesting in its own right. This lemma was first formulated 
in [23]. By a periodic subset X of C* we mean, of course, a subset X satisfying 
XC_Z* for some word z in Z*. 
Lemma 6.2. Let X =(x, yj tie an clperiodic subset of .I?‘. Then we have the following 
implica lion : 
14 E xx*, lG+~Yl-1 
LTyx*, fcl-'Ixyl-1 I --/ u*v=xy* yx 
The proof of Lemma 6.2 is straightforward and does not require the fact that C 
is binary. We leave it to the reader. The important message of the lemma is that 
24 A v is independent of the pair (II, v), i.e., a characteristic constant of X. 
Before stating our characterization result we need another notion. We call a triple 
(8, y, 6) of words reduced if y is primitive and it is neither a suffix of /3 nor a prefix 
of is. Now, we are ready ‘for the next theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. Let s and h be binary morphisms such that at least one of them is 
aperiodic. Then the equality language E (g, h) is either of the form (/3, y)* for some 
words J3 and y in Z* or o_f the form (/3y*&)* for some reduced triple (p, y, 8). 
Proof. If one of the morphisms g and h is periodic and the other is not, then 
E (g, h) = p* for wme possibly empty word /I. This can be seen, e.g., as a simple 
consequence of the Defect Theorem [25]. 
So we assume that both g and h are aperiodic. Let LYE = g(ab) A g(ba) and 
CQ = h(ab) A h( ba). By Lemma 6.2, lcygl < Jg(ab)( ant1 &I < Ih(a 
We call the elements of E( g, h) solutions and elements of pref( E( g, h)) presol- 
utimzs. Furthermore, for each presolution w we define w-ovetfIow, in symbols O( w), 
bY 
A i3air in Z* X{ h, g} is called anI oveflow if it is a w-overflow for some presolution 
w in pref( E(g, h)). Finally, we say that a presolution w, or a w-overflow o(w), 
admits an a-continuation, for a in C, if wa is a presolurion, too. It is clear that for 
an!/ two presolutions w and w’ satisfying o( w,~ = o( w’) they admit a-continuations 
simultaneously and therefore we may talk about overflows admitting a-continu- 
atirjns. Of course, aiZ the above notions are defined with respect to a given pair (g. h). 
Let w be a presolution such that o(w) = (2, h); the case when o(w) = (2, g) is 
symmetric. In the spirit of Example 2.2 in Section 2 we want to continue w and 
WC are especially interested in the case when w admits two different continuations, 
i.e., both a- and 6-continuations. We assume that this is the case, which means that 
there exist words w, and wr, quch that waw,, and wh#ll, are solutions. Since E(g, h) 
is closed under the catenation we may assume that 
‘1) 
i 
min{lg(aw,, 11, Igr hj,)lP lgW)lq 
min{lh(aw,,)I, llz: bw,)I}:> IMcrb)l. 
an4 moreoIler, by Lemma ei.2 and ( 1). 
13) Ww,) A g(bw,) = CY, and h(ay,) A h( ~CZ’J = cyI,. 
Therefore, under our assumption, it follows from (l), (2) and (3) that the word z 
must be equal to cu,cu, ’ (cf. also Fig. 1). 
z ah 
f & r 
h W 
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What we have proved is that there exists at most one overflow with two different 
continuations. We call such an overflow critical, and complete the proof of the 
theorem as follows. 
First, if no critical or;erllow exists, then any presolution (including the empty 
word) can be continued in at most one way, and hence E(g, h) = p* for some 
possibly empty word p. If the unique critical overflow exists and is equal to (1, g), 
then the same argltment applies to all the presolutions which are not solutions 
showing that E(g, h) ={p, y}” f or some possibly empty words p and y. 
If, finally- the critical overflow is (fy, g), or symmetrically (a, h) where cy # I, we 
proceed as follows. Let w b9 a presolution such that o(w) = (x. We call a letter a 
repetitiue (with respect to (cy, g)) if there exists a word t3, such that 
a&a%,)= h(a@,)cY and E(g, h) npref+&,)= E(g, h)npref(w). 
Now, if neither of the letters a and 6 is repetitive, then E (g, h) = {p, y)” for some 
nonempty words /3 and y. This follows from the definition of the critical overflow. 
If exactly one of the letters a and b is repetitive, then Ef g, h) = (Py*s)* for some 
reduced triple (/3, y, 8). Indeed, if a is the repetitive letter, then p equals the unique 
shortest word w such that o(w) = (a, g), y = a#‘, and S equals the unique shortest 
word !& in bC* satisfying cug( bGh) = h( b&J. The definition of the critical overflow 
guarantees the existence of the above word 6,. At the same time the argument 
above shows that the letters a and h cannot both be repetitive. Cl 
It is an open question whether there really exist equality languages of hkary 
morphisms of the form (/3y*@*, and not expressable in the form {p, y}“. It was 
conjectured in [8], where the study of binary equality languages was initiated,; that 
such equality languages do not exist. We still agree with this conjecture. 
To prove the main result of this section we need the following lemma, the proof of 
which can be found in [ 161. 
Lemma 6.4. For two languages L, = P,y$,, where the triples (/3,, yi, Si), for i = l-2, 
are reduced, if L, n L2 corztains at least two elements, thel-1 L, = L,. 
Now. we are ready for the next theorem. 
Theorem 6.5. Each lartguage L ouer a birzar>a alphabet Z possesses a test set of 
cardinality at most three. 
Proof. If L contains two words with different ratios, then these two words constitute 
a test set, since, as is straightforward to see, no equality language different from 
I* can contain two words having different ratios (gf. also Theorem 6.1). Hence, 
we assume that all words of L have the same ratio. 
By the definition of ratio-primitiveness, it is clear that each word x in {a, 6)’ 
possesses a unique decomposition x = .x1 . . . x,, where each x, is ratio-primitive and 
rL&l =r(.X)fori=I,.... t. We define L, to be the language containing exactly those 
rat!jo-primitive words which occur in the above-mentioned decompositions when x 
ranges over L. Clearly, any two morphisms agree on L if and only if they agree on 
L,. Moreover, any test set for L, defines in a natural way a test set for L such that 
the cardinality of the test set does not increase. Therefore, it is enough to show 
that L, has a test set containing no more than three words. 
IFirst, if L, contains less than three words we are trivially done. Otherwise, we 
choose a three-element subset of L, as follows. Let zI and z2 be tko different words 
of I,,. lf they belong to a language of the form py*S, where (/3. y, 6) is reduced, 
then. by Lemma 6.4. the? determine this language uniquely. Let L( z,, z2) be this 
language (assuming that 2 exists). Now, if L, SC (L( z,, z#. then we choose z3 such 
that ZJ(. f,,-(ZAZ I, z?))“. Otherwise, including the possibility that L( q, zz) does 
no1 exist. z4 is an arbitrary word from L_, different from zI and z2. 
We claim that { zi, z2, z.3) is a test set for L,. 
WC consider different kinds of pairs of morphisms separately. 
t I) Both morphisms are periodic. Now, by Theorem 6.1, any one-clement set, 
and hence also (z,, zz, z.,). tests whether such morphims agree on L, (remembet 
that all words of L, have the same ratio). 
(111 ‘I-he equality language of the pair (g, 11) is of the form (& y)” for some 
words j3 and y in I*-. No~v, any three-denlent subset ,>,f L, tests whether such 
mc brphi\ms agree on L,. 111decd. since a11 words of L, are ratio-primitive. the 
rnorp t&mr ,q and Ir actua 11y diaagrc2 on my three-element subset of L,. 
(I 11 1 The cclualitj language of the pair (g. It) is of the form {Py”c’i)* for some 
rcduccd trjpk (p. y, ii). Now. if 1_3y”K =L(z,, z2), then. by the choice of q. the 
morphisms *q and ir do rwt agree on Z+ and hence the set (q. z2, 2,) tests whether 
t hcv agree on f -r- If. in turn, /3y*Fi f L( zl, z -J, including the case that Lfq. Q) is _ 
not defined. then, by Lemma 6.3. both z, and 2, cannot bc in /3y*8 and so also in 
thi\ GM (z! _ . L, z;} tclsts whether- g and 11 agree on L,. 
f3! Theorems h. 1 and h.3, the classificati& (I)--( 111) is cxhausti\~e sho\\jng that 
the \t:t (q , z2, zl} is a test st‘t for L,. i-- 1 L; 
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It is easy to see that conditions (i)-(iii) are shared by context-free languages over 
(a, b} as well as by HDTOL languages over {a, 6) (cf. [303). Consequently, Theorem 
5.3 can be strengthened in :he case of binary C as follows. 
Theorem 6.7. Each context-free lankrrage over a binary alphabet has effectively a 
test set of cardinality at most three. 
Similarly, we have a result which should be compared to results of Section 4. 
Theorem 6.8. Each HDTOL language over a binary alphabet has effectively u test 
w of cardinality at most three. 
We want to close this section with the following remarks. Let us denote by EC{ n) 
rhe Ehrenfeucht Conjecture restricted to an n-letter alphabet. Then in terms of 
Section 3 the problem studied in this section is a special case of GEC(4), or in 
general EC(n) is a special case of GEC(2n). It also follows from the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 that EC($ implies GEC( n). Therefore, we have the implications 
As we have seen only problems EC(2) and GEC(2j have been solved. The simplest 
open problem seems to bc that of Section 3, namely GEC(3). 
7. The Ehrenfeucht Conjecture for bounded delay morphisms 
In this section we turn to consider the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture from a diticrent 
point of view. Without restricting the class of languages, as in the two previous 
sections, we now restrict the class of morphisms. Our purpose is to establish the 
conjecture for all languages if attention is restricted to morphisms having a bounded 
delay equal to a given integer p 3 0. Such morphisms have been studied for quite 
a long time [27]. The results of this section are taken from [ 141. 
Basically. our considerations here are similar to those of Sectlon 6. We start by; 
characterizing equality languages of bounded delay morphisms. A remarkable 
property of such morphisms is that their equality language is always regular [ 18, 331. 
WC sharpen this result in our next theorem. In order to be able to state it properly. 
KC denote. for each nonnegative integer p, by :H’,, the class of all morphisms 
/X2’” -+ z‘* having botmded delay p. 
Theorem 7.1. Let p be a rtonnegatiue integcv. Therl there exists a regular lnnguage 
K over some alphabet V such that for uny two morphisms g, h : ,V* -+ 2I* in 2;, there 
exists u morphism 7 : V*-+X* sclch that E(g, h) = 7(R). 
Outline of the proof. Without giving a {letailed proof of the above theorem (cf. [ 141). 
we just point out its main lines. We use the terminology of Theorem 6.3. In particular, 
the notion of a critical overflow is important here. It is a property of a bounded 
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delay which implies that there exist oniy finitely many different critical overflows, 
i.e., overflows which can be continued in two different ways leading to a soIution. 
Moreover, the number of different crirical overflows depends upon p only. Con- 
sequently, according to the considerations at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.3, 
one can conclude that there exists only a finite number of ‘patterns’ such that each 
equality language of morphisms in LVP is of .one of these forms. Therefore, the result 
follows. cl 
In the case when C is binary, Theorem 7.1 can be written in the following stronger 
form. Remember that in this special case a morphism is aperiodic if and only if it 
is injective which, in turn, holds if and only if it has a bounded delay for some p. 
Now Theorem 4.3 shows that in the binary case the regular language R of Theorem 
7.1 can be chosen independently of p. 
Theorem 7.2. For each aperiodic binary morphisms g, h : {a, b)’ + (a, b}* there exists 
a morphism 7: (0, 1, 2,3)* -+{a, h)” such that A??@, h) = ~(((0}~{12*3})*). 
Besides Theorem 7.1 we also need the following lemma for the main result of 
this section. 
Lemma 7.3. Let R c V* and I. c S* be languages oc’er alphabets V and 2. respec- 
tire/v. There exists a finite subset F of’ L srrch that for each morphism T : V* -+ 5’* we 
ha t-4 
Outline of the proof. The basic idea of the proof of the lemma is that the (unknown) 
morphism 7 can be fixed, i.e., the values of r(a) for a in C’ can be fixed, step by 
\tcp. by taking words from L and requiring that x E 7(R). Since V is finite, each 
\cqucncc of $yp*‘fjc. fivin -., ..l..llg the values of T can be chosen to be finite, too. We give 
an wrmple of this procedure. 
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The above classification divides the class of all morphisms T: (0, 1,2,3}* + {a, b}” 
into 11 classes. For morphisms r in the class T,b we have x g 7(R) and so (*) holds 
for them. For morphisms Tin the classes Ts-qo, clearly, a* b* c_ T(R) independently 
of holw the unspecified values dre fixed. Therefore, (*) holds for these morphisms, 
too. So it remains to consider the morphisms in the classes q, 72, r3 and TV. 
Any morphism 7 in the class r3 contains only one nonspecified value, namely the 
value of r(0). This can be fixed by considering the word aabb in L. Indeed, if 
aa bb E T( I?), then necessarily ~(0) = aabb. Consequently, for all morphisms r in 
class Q either aabb e T(R) or 7 is fixed as follows: ~(0) = aabb, T( 1) = 7( 3) = 1 and 
~(2) = ab. In the latter case, a”b” does not belong to T(R) showing that (*) holds 
for all morphisms in class Q with F = (ab, aabb, aaabbb}. 
Morphisms T in class 72 contain two unspecified values. Now, the word aabb 
yields the following partition of this class: 
T~,~: T?,,( 1) = ab, ~~(3) = I, T~., (0) = aabb, undefined otherwise, 
72.‘: T,,,( 1) = ab, r,J3) = 1, ~~(0) = a, ~?,~(2) =b, 
r,,mbh: aabbE Q.aczhbtRh 
As above, sets {ab, aabb, aaabbb} and {ab, aabb) are suitable subsets for morphisms 
in classes r2,’ and T?.,,~~, respectively. The morphisms T in class r2_1 are not totally 
specified; however, in whichever way the value ~(2) is chosen the word aaabbb 
does not belong to r(R j, proving that (*) holds also for these morphisms with 
F = (ab, aabb, aaabbb). 
Class TV is symmetric to class 7,. Hence, the above applies for r1 as weli. Finally, 
for morphisms in c!ass 71 some straightforward considerations are needed to see 
that the above three-element subset of L satisfies (*) for all morphisms in this 
class, too. 0 
What we have proved is, by Theorem; 6.1, 6.3 and 7.2, that the language 
{ah, titibb, aaabbb} is a test set for the language {db” 1 II 3 1). Similarly, Theorem 
7.1 and Lemma 7.3 yield the following general result. 
Theorem 7.4. Let p be a nonnegatioe integer. For each Language L c C* there exists 
11 finite mbset F of L such rhat for all morphisms g, 32 : Z* -+ C* in %[, the equatiorz 
g( .Y ) = /I( A-) holds for all x in L if ard only if it holds for all x in F. 
As in the previous section the subset F of L cannot 5e found effectively in general. 
However. our next result shows that if a family .% of languages atisfies the following 
conditions, then this finite ‘bounded delay p test set’ can be found effectively for 
each L in Y. The conditio;ls are the following: 
(i) E&h L in ?Y is efkctively recursively enumerable. 
(ii) For each L in Y and each regular language R the language L n R is effectively 
(iii) It is decidable whether or not a fr,iven L in Y is empty. 
With these conditions we have the next theorem. 
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Theorem 7.5. Let X be a family of languages satisfying condkions ( I)-( iii) above. 
Then for each L in Y a fini!e subset F of Theorem 7.4 can b#e found ~;~ectively. 
Theorem 7.5 has some consequences concerning the morphism equivalence prob- 
lem for languages. First we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.6. Let 2’ be a family of languages satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) above. 
The morphism equivalence problem restricted to morphisms having bounded delay is 
decidable for .;V. 
It is worth noting that in Theorem 7.6 class U,,._,, Xi, can be used instead of class 
H,, for some fixed p. An example of quite a large family of languages satisfying our 
conditions (i)-(iii) is the famiiy of indexed languages (cf. [21]). Hence, Theorem 
7.2 together with the fact that the minimal bounded delay of a bounded delay 
morphism can br.: cffectivrly found yields the following result, which is a slight 
gcncralization of a result in [ 121. Our proof, however, uses a different approach. 
Theorem 7.7. It is decidabie whether or not two bounded dclny morphisms agree on 
a given indexed liinguage. 
It i\ not known whether this thcorcm can be generalized for all morphisms. i.e.. 
w hct her t hc morphism equivalence problem for indexed lunguagcs is decidable. 
8. Concluding remarks 
WC have discussed the Ehrenfeucht Con jecturc quite c:-;tcnsively. having pointed 
out its connections trr some other problems and also shown the main results known 
~XUU the conjecture at the present time. We have included in our presentation 
wwr;ll proofs as well as outlines c:lf the proofs in or&r to give the reader enough 
motivation to bwtrmc intcrcsted in the problem. 
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(3) Does the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture hold for all DCsL languages? 
(4) When does the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture hold for all codes, i.e., for all injective 
morphisms? 
(5) Does the Ehrenfeucht Conjecture hold for all bounded delay morphisms, i.e., 
can the class 2VP, for p 2 0, in Theorem 7.4 be replaced by the class I_&~ SYP? 
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